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Abstract: Most progression signal timing models just have handled signal timing variables

and left tum treatments under a specified lane use allocation. Therefore this paper proposes a

signal optimization model for a cbordinated arterial that considers lane use allocations as well
as traffic conditions and signal timing plans. The optimization solutions show that the
proposed model increases through bandwidths as well as objective functions for all tested

cases, compared with those of the model that does not optimize lane use allocations.

Simulation results also show that the model is able to reduce delay at transportation network.

The more the traffic volume increases, the larger the effect shows. It is noticed that the effects

are superior in cases with restricted capacity for traffic demands, to those with reserved

capacity. Since the proposed model can optimize left tum phase sequences, combined usage

of this model and TRANSYT-7F is recommend significantly both to make the best use of the

capacity for tum volumes at intersections.

Key Words: progression signal timing plans, lane use allocation, mixed integer linear
programming, time-space diagram, through bandwidth

2.INTRODUCTION

The capacity and level of service of signalized intersections mainly depend upon geometric

conditions as well as signal timing plans. The factors are so interactive that variation of one

may influence others. Lane use allocation would be the primhry variable among the geometric

conditions which are the number oflanes ofan approach entering an intersection, the lane use

allocation for movements on the approach, and the number of lanes on a leg exiting from the

intersection for each movement. The lane use allocation needs to be adjusted to meet demand
volumes for each movement. Most optimization models of progression signal+iming plans

have handled only signal timing variables and left turn treatments.under the specified lane use

allocation. Since the lane use allocation, therefore, has not been considered as the decision
variable in the models but prescribed as it was, the solution would not be the best signal plan.
To obtain the best signal plan in terms of appropriate capacity, the geometric conditions have
to be included in the decision variables in the optimizing procedure of the models. The
optimal selection of lane use allocations is depende4t upon the conditions of turning volumes
and the geometric variables such as the number of lanes both on departure approach and on
arrival one for movements.

This paper dbvelops a method of mixed integer linear programming (MILP) for a progression
signal optimization plan that considers geometric conditions as well as traffic and signal
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operating conditions. Haruo Ozaki (1991) discussed a method of analyzing a signalized

intersection that considers prevailing geometric, traffic, and signal operating conditions
simultaneously. Based upon or modifuing the method by Haruo Ozaki, the new methodology
is dev'eloped to optimize simultaneously the three variables and extended to a coordinated

arterial. This model for lane use allocation is formulated by a binary integer variable for lane

use and the demand volume ratio variable on each lane satisfying demand volume for each

movement. Unlike traditional bandwidth models, the proposed model maximizes single or
multi weighted sum of bandwidths multiplied by the number of through lanes at intersections

in the both directions on an arterial. The proposed model optimizes simultaneously both
progression signal timing plans (cycle, green split, offset, phase sequences) and lane use

allocations along a coordinated arterial.

2. MODEL FORMULATION

2.1 Lane Use Model

There are three movements on an approach; right tum traffic, left turn traffic, and through

traffrc. The layouts for approaches and movements are defined in Figure l.

Approach,
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Approach 3

Cross road

Figure l. Definition for Approaches and Movements at An Intersection

Each movement on an approach uses some of lanes among the limited number of lanes. The

number of lanes for a movement should be equal to or less than the number of lanes on a leg

receiving the movement. In case that a movement uses more than one lane, it is assumed that

flow ratios of the movement on the lanes are equal. If through and left turn trafftc shares one

lane, flow rates of all lanes are supposed to be equal on an approach. It is also assumed that

through traffic include right tum traffic. Lane grouping layout for movements on an approach,

which are through movement with right tum traffic and left turn movement, is depicted in

Figure 2. It is assumed that the approach has I/I+NI+/ lanes, where NI lanes and NI lanes

arJ reserved for Ieft tum and through movement respectively, as shown in Figure 2.
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Consequently, the usage of one lane (the 2nd lane in Figure 2) remains undecided. The
problem is how this one lane should be assigned.

NL lanes { I

one undecided lane 
t 

2

ur tanes { 3

L4

T-l
oneassignment I * I

Lrl
lane grouping for
an undecided lane

Figure 2. Layout for lane allocation on an approach

The following variables are defined to describe the lane use allocation for a movement i,
which enters an intersection from approachT, as follows:
N*: total number of entrance lanes on approach t at intersection x (N.,: NI+NI+1 in

Figure 2)

N* = total number of movements on approach t at intersection -r

^Kaa = proportion of demand volume for movement i which uses 7-th lane on approach k at

intersection x
L,,* = binary integer, which indicates the use or not of7-th lane on approach t at intersection

x by movement i, to meet LL,,* 3 N,,,r, .

where:

N ,o*, = number of lanes on a leg, which is exit approach, receiving movement i;

L,,* = 0, if K,t* = 0; and

Lr* = l,if K,ik, >0.

In order to meet the demand volume of the movement i:

ZK,,* =l

Ifthe reserve capacity should be evaluated, the equation above should be slightly modified as

follows.

LK,,r,, = u

where, z is an adjustment factor for designed demand volume rate of each movement, usually
greater than l.

Lane usage of7-th lane on approach ,t at intersection x by movement i should be expressed as
follows:

(l)
(2)

(3)

(4)
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LL,,* = I , if lane is used exclusively,

LLro, r l, if lane is shared lane.

Since conditions of (3) and (4) are not linear forms, these problems cannot be solved directly
usirg linear-programming. Therefore binary integer variables are introduced for formulation
of MILP, which is expressed as:

(s)

(6)

K,,kt-L,rk<0

Bx Ku*, - Luk >0

(7)

(8)

(e)

(10)

where. B is sufficiently large such that Bx K,,r,)l is redundant with respect to any active

constraint.

K ,,* can be calibrated in two ways. Haruo Ozaki ( I 991 ) treated K ,,* as a decision variable

defined by (2). In this method, there may be big differences among flow rates of the lanes

used by identical movement. There is also an inelevant assumption that traffrc dissipates into
saturation flow rate all over green interval for all movements.

In order to cope with problems above, K,o is calibrated according to lane use allocation of an

undecided lane in this paper. If the undecided lane is exclusive lane, flow rates of the lanes

used by identical movement are assumed to be equal. If the undecided lane is shared lane used

by through and left tum traffic, flow rates ofall lanes are supposed to be equal on an approach.

The lane use allocation for an undecided lane depends upon signal conditions as well as

volumes of through and left movements. The flow ratios of the movements, depending upon
the lane use allocations for the undecided lane, are calibrated as one of the following three
cases:

Let us define the 2nd lane as the undecided lane, as shown in Figure 2, then the cases are

expressed by:

a. Exclusive lane use allocation for the through movement

Number of allocated lanes for the through movement is NI+1, and that for the left tum
movement is NI, then:

K,,,=,,...' = #,,where 
i = 2.4,6,8 for left tum movement;

t 
",,rrr,.'., 

= #. , 
, where i = l, 3, 5, 7 for through movement;
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b. Exclusive lane use allocation for the left tum movement

Number of allocated lanes for the through movement is N7, and for the left tum movement is
NZ+/, then:

K,\,=r)r,,.2 = #i, where i

Kr17=21rt.2 = #" . where i

i",,r,,,r.r=# wherei

u Vr* *Vr*
Ao2x/=r)rr,3 = 

@f +DA
v _ (ilI + l)V2k -Vtk

v _2Vr, - NTxVro
^(,rx"/=2)k.3 - Wf _r)V*
t V,o +Vr*
41,r17>3;t.3 = 

@f +DVtb

:2,4,6,8 for left tum movement;

= 2,4,6,8 for left turn movement;

: 1, 3, 5, 7 for through movement;

(l l)

(12)

(13)

c. Shared lane use allocation for the through and left tum movement

One characteristic of shared lane depends upon how green interval is indicated to sharing
movements. In order to avoid blocking effects on each other, sharing movements are

supposed to be grouped and given identical green intervals. Therefore the traffrc flow
volumes for all lanes are assumed to be equal. When movement i1 and movement j2 share the

7+h lane on an approach k, K,,r,., are

(14)

(1 s)

(16)

(17)

where, V,* is traffrc volume of movement i on approach t at intersection x, and Kr* is

nonnegative. Therefore shared lane use allocation for the undecided lane has to be excluded,
if r(,,0. is negative. (14)-(17) are derived from constraints to indicate identical green for both

movements in Appendix l.

Lro for an undecided lane depends upon the lane use allocation for the lane. The linear forms

are shown in Appendix 2.

2.2 Signal Timing Model

All movements are supposed to depart and clear an intersection during green interval under
under-saturated traffic flow. It is assumed that the departure traffic flows within one cycle be
modeled as two parts with saturation flow departure ( s,,t, ) and arrival flow departure

(Kr*rV,*) as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Departure Flow Model for All Movements

The following variables are defined in the Figure 3:

E,, = green interval for movement I on approach & at intersection x, normalized by cycle

length,

e,o, = green interval for movement I with saturation flow departure on approach I at

intersection x, normalized by cycle length.

In the arterial with well-designed progression signal plans, it could be said that queues on

through lanes buiit during red time would be inflows ( Qu. ) from right turning and left tuming

during one cycle length at upstream intersection. From the premise, e,* of through movement

is equal to or greater than clearance time for the queues. The condition is explained by:

e,., >:+ - r sh,r, (18)
3,600x,Vf,*.

where:

sy'1,., = the saturation flow headway of movement i on approach k at an intersection x

NT,r, = number of lanes fbr movement i on approach t at intersection x

Nlu. and e,". depends upon the lane use allocation for an undecided lane, linear forms

meeting the conditions for them are shown in Appendix 3'

Green interval for movement i has to be long enough to meet the distributed volume for each

lane used by the movement. Based upon this constraint, green interval for movement i is

calibrated by:

a. Exclusive lane use allocation tbr through movement

- Green inten'al for through movement on exclusive ttrough lane

K,,r,.txl',,,3s,,r,,x€,t,*K,^,.txl',,,*(E,t,-e,L),where,i:1,3'5or7. (19)

- Green interval for left turn movement on exclusive left turn lane

K,r..r x I/,t,3s,,t xe,t., + Ka*,.txL'.,(E,t -e,t), where, i=2,4.6 or 8. (20)
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b. Exclusive lane use allocation for left tum movement
- Green interval for through movement on exclusive through lane

K,tt .l \ V,k, < 5,1t. x e,t., + K,1*r,l x V,r*(E,1, - e *r), where, i =l' 3, 5 or 7'

- Green interval for left turn movement on exclusive left tum lane

K,1tr,2 xV,t, < S,1tr x e,t, + K,1t r,2xV,or(E,7, - €,7r), wherg, i :2, 4, 6 or 8'

c. Shared lane use allocation for the through movement (l) and left tum movement (7)

- Green interval for through and left tum movement on all lanes

K,1*., 3 x (V,* + V,r,) < s 4t, x e,t r + K,,r,.t x (V,r, + V,*)(8,r, - €,t ),
where, i= 1,2,3,4.5,6,7, or 8.

(21)

(22)

(23)

Since conditions above for three cases are not linear forms, these problems cannot be solved
directly using MILP. The equivalent linear forms for them are presented in Appendix 4.

2.3 Progression Control Model

The time-space diagram for a coordinated arterial of this model follows that of MAXBAND
(Little & Kelson, 1980) shown in Figure 4. Alltime variables are in units of the cycle length.
In the MAXBAND model, the queue clearance time ( r ) is specified by user, but the time are

calibrated automatically as saturation flow departure time ( e,r. ) in this model.

Distance
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Figure 4. Basic Time-Space diagram
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The follorving variables are defined with outbound reds drawn as solid and inbound reds as

dashed lines;
b: outbound through bandwidth

b = inbound through bandwidth

w,, = interval between ending point of outbound red time and starting point of outbound

through bandwidth

w,; : interval between starting point of inbound red time and ending point of inbound through
bandwidth

r,,kr,,l] = outbound [inbound] traveltime from S(m)ftS1n)] to S1n)ftS1rr1]
r- r

0,,Lt0,,11= time from center of an outbound(inbound) red at S(z)[S(n)] to the center of a

particular outbound [inbound] red at .S(n)[1S1m )]
A, = time from center of r, to nearest center of r,

The loop equation derived from Figure 4 is as follows:

A,-A,, *t,t,in+w,,+wn,-w,-i,+0.5r,,+0.5r,-0.5r,-0.5r, -€t,=r)u-er,t=71nt=m, (24)

where. n, is an integer variable.

The detailed procedure for deriving (24) is recommended to refer MAXBAND (Little &
Kelson, 1980).

2.4 Signal Phasing Model

It is assumed that the green interval of each movement is given once during one cycle length.
In modeling signal phasing, the starting time and the duration of green interval for each

movement are introduced as decision variables. These variables are normalized by cycle
length. The relative allocations of starting time and green interval for each movement on the

time axis depend upon the conflict-or-not conditions among the movements as indicated in
Table l.

Table l. Conflict-or-Not among Movements

---=-------fegging movement
Leadi n g m oremerr-..-i----------.=-

I 2 J 4 5 6 7 8

I X X x(o) o o o U o
2 X X o X U o o o
3 x(o) o X X o o o o
4. o X X X o o \J o
5 o o o o x X x(o) o
6 o o o o X X o X

7 o C o o X(C) o X X

8 o o o o o X X x
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In the Table 1, 'X' means compatibility between leading movement and lagging movement,

'C' does incompatibility. '( )' is the only case shared by both through and left tum traffic. The

signal phasing for movement i and,l is modeled as either of two pairs of clearance interval
constraints of green interval suggested by Importa & Cantarella (1984) as follows:

S,u+E,u+ZxYr6 (S,, and

S,..+E,* +ZxY,,* (S,n +l
or

5,1,, + E,* + Z xY,,u, < S,r. and

S,t,* E,t*+ZxY,,r, (S,o. +I

S,* ) S., and

5,r,, * E,r, ( S,, * R, , where, i :5, 6, 7 or 8 for movements on cross streets.

where,

S,, : the starting time of the common red time

S,r. : the starting time for movements on cross streets

E,* : the green interval for movements on cross streets

All movements on main arterial are incompatible with the common red interval.
meet the condition, additional phasing constraints for movements on an arterial
added as follows:

S,o. + E,o, + Z xY,,, - d,,, aS,.. and

(2s)

(26)

(27)

(28)

where,

S* = the starting time of green interval for movement i on approach t at intersection x

E,o = the green interval for movement i on approabh ,t at intersection x

Z:the reciprocal of cycle length (i/Q
Yr6 = the minimum clearance interval to be reserved between the end of green interval for

movement i (7) and the start of green for movementT (i), in seconds;

Yrk >0, if movement i and movement/ are incompatible, otherwise, 116 is an arbitrary large

negative value.
Sincp conditions of (25)-(28) are not linear forms, this problem should be transformed into

following equivalent linear forms with a binary integer \a uk ) as follows:

S,*, + E* + Z xYru - dr6 3576, altd

S.rt, * E.t* + Z xY,ro+4,* ( S,r. + I

In the constraints of(29)-(30), there are 28 integer variables per intersection with four legs. In
order to reduce the number of integer variables that increase the searching time for a optimal
solution, we included all movements on cross streets into a common red time ( R, ) for main

arterial as follows:

(2e)

(30)

(3 1)

(32)

In order to
should be

(33)
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S.. + R, + ZxY,,, ta,,, 1S,u. +1, where, i=1,2,3 or 4.

S,,'y. - 51,r,.. + L1,r1,0, I L1,21,p, S2

51,,,, - 51,r.,, - Lrur,r, - L,,,71.,1r,2 -2

81,,,, 8,,,r.', * Lr,rr,r, * Lr,rr,r, a2

E11t)x - Er,rr., - Lrur,r, - Lpzy,o, 2 -2

Maximize i{lV{*=,,., b + N[,r=r,, x b)
r=l

(34)

The undecided lane should be allocated most efficiently for traffic flow. The use allocation

for a lane depends upon volumes of all movements. The characteristics of a shared lane

depend upon how green interval is indicated to sharing movements. Here, sharing movements

ari supposed to be grouped and given identical green interval in order to avoid blocking

effects on each other. When movement i/ and movement i2 share theT-th lane on an approach

t, the constraints indicating identical green interval to the movements are described as:

(3 s)

(36)

(37)

(38)

2.5 Objective Function

This paper aims at developing MILP of progression signal plans that considers lane use

allocations as well as traffic and signal conditions. Signal timing plans for conventional

progression bandwidth models are calibrated to maximize a single or multi weighted sum

iVf[Lfl-eaND, l99l) of bandwidths. Unlike traditional bandwidth models, the ProPosed

model maximizes the values of objective function, which are the bandwidths multiplied by the

number of through lanes on approaches along an arterial with n intersections, as follows:

(3e)

where:

N{o=,,. = the number of outbound through lanes at intersection x'

N4r=r,. = the number of inbound through lanes at intersection x'

Since A7,r=,,, and N{,=.,. are decision variables depending on lane use allocation for an

decided lane, the objective lunction is not linear form' Linearization of (39) described in

Appendix 5. Providing minimum green intervals to meet demand volume for left tums and

th,rough moyements on cross streets, the objective function makes green intervals for through

movements on an arterial as large as possible.

3. MODEL APPLICATION AND ASSESSMENT

The proposed model accommodates signal timing plans (cycle length, green interval, offset,

ana pnase sequences) and lane use ailocations. The primal improvement of the proposed

model is the capabilitl.' to optimize lane use allocations by introducing them as decision

variables into a progression signal optimization model on a coordinated arterial. To evaluate

the ellect of rhe ability. the mtdel ii applied to test arterial with 3 intersections that spaced

500rn as Figure 5.
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The optimal selection of lane use allocation is dependent upon the conditions of tuming

volumes and the geometric variables such as the number of lanes both on departure approach

and on arrival one for movements. For the adequate evaluation of this model, the evaluation

should be performed by varying left turn volumes and lanes. For the purpose of considering

conditions above, the test corridor is classified into two cases: case I has twice left turn

volume as many as case 2. To examine effects of the number of lanes, Case 2 is divided into

two cases; case 2-l with four lanes including one left tum bay, case 2-2 with three lanes

without left turn bay. In any cases, all crossroads have two through-lanes and one left+um
bay each. Saturation flow rates for each movement are as follows; 1,800 pcphpl for through

lane, 1,700 pcphpl for tlrough-right turn lane and left-turn lane. The traffic volumes for test

arterial are as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Medium Traffic Volumes on Arterial (in vph)

Intersection Direction
Volume

Left
Through Right

Case I Case 2

I
Outbound 618 309 1.030 138

Inbound 5r6 258 860 il4

2
Outbound 632 316 I,043 t4l
Inbound s30 26s 870 ll8

3
Outbound 648 324 953 130

Inbound 542 271 802 100

Cross street Both 105 189 126

Lane use layouts for intersections on the arterial are depicted in Figure 5. This figure is
designed to optimize signal timing plans on the fixed geometry. In the figure, the target lanes

for optimization of lane use alloeation are drawn as dashed lines.

For case I and c.ase 2-l

Figure 5. Lane Use Layouts in Present Arterials

For test problems above, we compare two models: one with optimization tool for lane use

allocations but the other withotrt that. The models for the experiments were performed by
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MILP program used world-widely. To comparb different models consistently, cycle length
range and running speed were held same for all cases. The computer used in this study was a
700\lhz Pentium with 128 MB RAM. The computer running time to solve the MILP
problems ranged from 14 to 20 minutes. Figure 6 shows optimal lane use allocations obtained
from the model for the test corridor. In the Figure, lane use allocation for undecided lane is
drawn as dashed lines. The lane use allocations are different from the fixed lane use in the
Figure 5.

Case2-2

{-
Y--- -^--

Figure 6. Lane Use Allocations Optimized for Undecided Lane

Table 3 shows the values for progression eflectiveness obtained from experiments abovQ.

Bandwidths, which are the sum of outbound one and inbound one, are normalized by cycle
length. From the results, the solutions of the proposed model that optimizes lane use

allocations increased through bandwidths as well as the values of objective function for all
tested cases, compared with those of the model that doesn't. It is noticed that the effects are

outstanding'in Case I and Case 2-2, which have restricted capacities for traflic demands,

compared with those in Case 2-l that reserved capacity.

Table 3. Values of Objective Functions by Proposed Model

Case
Without optimization of
lane use allocation (A)

With Optimization of lane
use allocation (B)

Difference
r00(B-AyA (%)

Case I 5.3422 5.5530 3.9

Case 2-l 7.4422 1.4704 0.4

Case2-2 3.7 540 4.9614 32.2

Journal of the Eastern Asia Society for'fransportation Studies, Vol.4. No.2. October. 2001
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To test the advantages of the proposed model over existing models without reflecting lane use
allocations, average delay was used as a measure to evaluate the performances of the traffic
models. To measure the effectiveness of performance on the common basis, the
TRAFNETSIM network simulation package was employed to evaluate these signal-timing
solutions. Due to its inherent variability, 3 simulation runs with different random number
seeds were performed for each signal timing solution. It took about 85 seconds to simulate
each case. The simulation period was 2 hours with l5-min periods. All simulated networks
reached equilibrium during l5-min fill time prior to simulation.

Table 4 shows the results of average delay time calibrated from the simulations. Similarly to
optimization results aforementioned, the proposed model optimizes lane use allocations is
superior to the model that doesn't in reducing delay for all cases. It is also noticed that the
effects are dazzling in some cases (Case I and Case 2-2) with restricted capacities for traffic
demands, compared with those in ones (Case 2-l) with reserved capacity.

Table 4. Comparisons of Delay Time by Proposed Model (in sec/veh)

Case Value
Without optimization
for lane use allocation

(A)

With optimization
for lane use allocation

(B)

Difference
100(B-AyA (%)

Case

I
For arterial 53.4 47.0 12.0

For system 101.3 79.2 21.8

Case

2-l
For arterial 43.97 42.53 3.3

For system 73.01 71.88 1.5

Case
aa

For arterial 71.6 39.5 44.8

For system 132.6 9l .3 3l.l

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMANDATIONS

In this study, progression signal timing optimization model reflecting lane use allocations is
developed. This model consists of a mixed integer linear optimization programming
considering traffic volumes and capacities for movements, cycle length, green interval,
phasing and offset to maximize the sum of directional bandwidths multiplied by the number
of through lanes at intersections on the corridor. The optimization solutions show that the
proposed model that optimizes lane use allocation increased through bandwidth as well as the
value of objective function for all tested cases, compared with those of the model that doesn't.
The more the traffic volume increases, the larger the effect comes. From the simulation
results, it is found that the model is able to reduce delay at transportation network, as the
optimization results are. It is noticed that the effects are outstanding in cases with restricted
capacities for traffic demands, compared with those with reserved capacity for them.

Since the proposed model can optimize left tum phase sequences reflecting lane use
allocation, combined usage of this model and TRANSYT-7F is recommend significantly both
to make the best use of the capacity and to reduce delay for turn volumes at intersections.
Therefore this model may be outstanding tool that optimize three important factors, which are
traffic, signal, and geometric conditions, affecting level of service for coordinated corridor.
Using objective function, maximizing the bandwidth for through movements on arterial, it is
found that the proposed model assigned green splits for the movements as much as possible,
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satisffing the demand volumes for left tum movements and through movements on cross

streets. It is also mainly due to green timing modeling. It is desirable to provide additional
green intervals for the left tum movements and through ones on the cross streets to reduce the

possibility of saturation or unexpected over-saturation. It can be satisfied by introduction of
an adjustment factor for green splits for the movements. The factor should be determined to

meet traffic conditions. The assurnptions and simplifications applied in the proposed rnodel,

such as time-stationary flow rates, unsaturated traffic conditions, and queue clearance times,

can be relaxed further to accommodate real-world situations
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APPENDICES

Appendix l:

K1,ryr=,1o,, * Kt z\i=z\r,J =l

f K1,rr,r,,l =l
J=2

K 1,ry,=rr*.t x Vz* = (1,r1;=3y1,.3 x (..
K 

1, ry., =rru,, x V SP + K r,,r, =r,o., x V 
t t, = K 

1, ry, =3'11,,.1 
* V s,

Appendix 2:

In order to meet constraints of Luk for an undecided lane, two binary variables (0o, & yo,)

are introduced as follows:
a. Z,^ for through movement;

Ltuxi=rlo)--0t -/r, *1

L(,r\t=z)to <0o+Yo+l

Lru*.,=rru2-0o +7u -l
L1,ryr=rro S0o -Y* +l
Lrur,=rro20o -Yo -l+l
L1iry1=21*t < -0u + Y o +l +l
Lt,r\ t=zlt, > 0u + Y u - 2 + I

Lr,rr,=rr* < -0 o - Y r, + 2 +l

From the constraints above. the lane use allocation for an undecided lane is calibrated by:
a. An exclusive lane use allocation for the through movement, if 0k : / r,,: 0.

b. An exclusive lane use allocation for the left tum movement, if d*, = 0 and / *: I .

c. A shared lane use allocation for the through and left tum movement, if 00,= L

Appendix 3:

€,*,2- LxLr, - Lx ).n^ +3f0h;"r4*

€,* 2- Lxlo, + Lx )"u, -f +..f\;-, s4o
3,600x Nlo., tx\

e,o, )- Lx0u^ - Lx ).u,- a * ,-hL., , 14^

o
e,* ) L x 0n* + L x )-u, - 2Z + -----lfl x sft,*,

where. Z is a big integer, then:
a, NT,*., (il\*,, = NI+l inthecase of figure 2),if ek =/r,,= 0,

b. Lro, for left turn movement;

Lr.x,=rr*2-0r*-/u,

L,,rxr=rru30r,+Y0.,

Lozxt=z\*,2-00,+Yo,

Lo2xr=t\rr. <0r* -Yr. +2

Lrrx,=rru.> oo, -Yo, -l+1
L(,r\,=r\* < -0* + Y * +1 +l
L(rzxt=z\tt> 00, +Yo -2+l
L(,2\\ t=z)t < -00, - Y o, + 2 +1
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b. NT,k.2 (N4..., =N7" inthecaseoffigurez),if 0b=0and /r,= l,
c & d.'N4k.r ( NI.,., = NT +NI +l in the case of figure z),if 0k,: l.

appendix 4:

K,tt,txV,u S srt xe,t, + K,1t.rxV,gr(E,u -e,*)+ Lx0u + Lxyu

K,tt r.2. x V,t 1 s 4t, 
x e,t, + K,1t r,2 x V,*(E,u - e,or) + L x 0 o - L x y o + L xI

Kqr...rx(V,*r*L,*)<s,1t,xe,t.lK,r*,,tx(V,u+V,6)(E,*,-€,*)-Lx0*+Lxyu+Lxl

K,7r..r x (V,* +V,*) 3 s,1..xe,k * Ku*,.tx(V,u +V,u)(E,r, - e,o)- Lx0* - L*yo + Lx2
Where.

a. An exclusive lane use allocation for the through movement, if 0r,= y r,: 0,

b. An exclusive lane use allocation for the left tum movement, if dk: 0 and Ta= l,

b. A shared lane use allocation for the through and left tum movement,if 0o: L

Appendix 5:

In order to transform the objective function into linear one, the decision variables for the

objective function should be replaced by variables (B for outbound and E for irrbound) as

follows:

n

Maximize /(B+ B)

a ir.uriuru,la uv,

B ) (N{r=rr, +l)b - 0* - y o,
B ( (N{r=rr, +l)b + 0r, + y u,
B ) W{,-,,. x b - 01, + T *, -1,
B < N{r=rr, x b + 00, - /,,, +1,

B 2 (N{r=r,. + fr,)b + 0u, - y r, -1.
fi < ( NT11-:1, + I u,)b - 0r, + Y u +1,

B > (N{o=,r. + Br,)b + 0r, * / r, -2 ,

B < (N4*=,,. + Brr\b - do, -y u, +2.

where:

g. = 
Kt'"'"'\""" 

. only for shared lane use allocation for an undecided lane;rk 
Kt,trit, X Vr,\** Kr,2\tt,'V,,rr.,

where, i/ is a through movement and i2 is a left turn movement. B is obtained by substituting

Band N{r=,,. with B and N{o=,,, respectivelyintheequationsabove'
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